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The urban trooper is not garbed in heavy armors, but in comfortable t-shirts. Fashion may have
evolved, but nothing can match

the style statement of well-made graphic design t-shirts. And this is what Le Ninja is all about.This
fashion forward

urban clothing line was born out of the creative vision of the tandem of Jon and Joel in a garage in
Indiana. In their search

for stylish, unique, comfortable and affordable shirts which are appropriate for work, play and sleep,
the artistic duo came

up with a graphic art clothing brand that personifies and empowers modern

urbanites.All American Shirt GoodnessLe Ninja embodies the all American downhome, cozy style,
but its

witty shirts draw elements from the two world hemispheres. It seamlessly fuses runway haute
couture and street smart styles.

Le Ninja perfectly demonstrates how affordability and high quality can be found in a single place
with graphic design

t-shirts made only from top caliber, super soft cotton materials.Le Ninja takes this quintessential
fashion staple to

the next level. Its simple design is intriguing and you canâ€™t help but to be drawn in. Many fashion
designers would agree

that turning something as simple as a shirt into a captivating piece is a Herculean feat. Le Ninja was
able to accomplish

this.One Shirt Logo to Rule Them AllThe iconic logo has become a representation of individual style

and understated empowerment through simple clothing. The simple caricature, according to its
creators, is what we all aspire

to be â€“ superhumans. Le Ninjaâ€™s witty shirts do not choose any gender or age.Pair it with a sports
jacket and dress

shoes and you have a chic office wear. Go with a pair of shorts and chucks and you exude a
skateboarder feel. Tuck it in your

skinny jeans and thrown on a pair of stilettos and you have a cool party outfit for a night out of town.
Dress it up, dress

it down or somewhere in the middle, Le Ninjaâ€™s graphic design t-shirts will fit your style like a
glove.Explore
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Your Inner NinjaEveryone wants to look good and unique and often, people construe being
fashionable with flashy

pieces of clothing and over complicated styling. Stop and take a moment. Letâ€™s go back to the
basics. Thereâ€™s nothing more

fashionable than a great shirt. Le Ninjaâ€™s graphic art clothing will surely unleash the fashion ninja in
you.
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For more information about a urban clothing and a Graphic 

Design T-shirts you may visit Leninja website.
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